
  We got an unpublished manuscript from the author in June 2016. I should admit 

the length and size was a little intimidating for a book club of busy moms. But we 

are moms so nothing defers us. We eventually got around to reading and 

reviewing it and interviewing the author when school opened in these areas in 

September 2016. After reading a manuscript, discussing it and interviewing an 

author we returned the work to the author. This is our practice for copyright 

reasons. Shall anyone reproduce a work there will no connections to us as 

possible being the wrongdoer. 

 

   Our conclusion of "Unholy Pursuit: The Devil on My Trail" as being selected for 

the best book of the year for our club discussions were based upon several 

criteria. We select 12 books per year and yours was the ninth book we read and 

discussed. Usually we review a different type of romance but decided to take a 

chance on this type of romance. We have followed a trilogy before but never a 

series with numerous books.  When we saw, it was paranormal we thought it 

would something like the other romantic immortal stories we have discussed 

before but surprisingly it was not.  Azazel is definitely no angel and isn’t trying to 

be. 

 

   The first and foremost reason for our selection is that the main character is a 

mother and rarely if ever a mother is a main character. And surely not a heroine. 

For once the child isn't having a dialogue about how cold and utterly neglectful 

their mother is. How much they hate her. The main character is African American 

and she isn't on drugs and nor is she isn't a prostitute. Rarely are African 

American women depicted in literature other than someone fighting extreme 

poverty, the police or injustice. Being overwhelm by these extreme oppressive 

elements they begun a slow slid down into depravation. We understand the 

reason many authors write of this reality. It needs to be told again and again to 

heartless people to break through their wall of ice. Racism isn’t a mental illness. 

It’s a deliberate choice. But we also were glad to see an author tell this story from 

a fresh prepositive, for the portraying of the life of African Americans women. We 

feel that white America need to get over itself and accept the stark fact they are 

privileged whereas African Americans and others aren’t and their accomplishment 



in the same area isn’t the same as someone accomplishing the same goal in the 

face of severe oppression and discrimination.  

 

   Ana BuFaye is a humble but proud of her convictions type of woman who 

refuses to go down into the hail of depravations they are trying to send her into. 

They are desperately trying to break her. Force her to be who Nikola wants her to 

be but in Ana BuFaye he has met his match, the harder they hit, the harder she 

kicks ass back. The darkforces are mercifulness trying to take away her dignity and 

bring her low but she fights back and maintains it. I can’t say she is perfect 

because she isn’t. She isn’t a psychopathic killer who kills for thrills but will kill if 

she must. 

 

    Bea is an absolute doll, despite her terrible mouth and temper. She isn’t a 

whining, judgmental brat who complaints all the time. She understands her 

mother must do these things to protect them, to keep them alive. She is wise far 

beyond her years.  

 

    We all loved Fannie, she will stop praying long enough to put a bullet in you 

about her daughter and granddaughter and then pray for you for making her hurt 

your body. A classic “King David” move. That’s what real moms do.  

   The younger mothers in their twenties and thirties loved the scene where Ana 

had had enough of Nikola’s people trying to force them off the road.  

She looked back in the back seat and sees young Bea’s frighten eyes and that was 

her undoing. When she finally got ahead of them she pulled over and pulled out 

her pistols and sword and light up the night’s sky throwing fire and firing bullets at 

them. The most tingling part is where she boldly walks up the middle of the road 

meeting the impenetrable traffic made of their would-be killers and open fire on 

them. The scene was brilliant!  

 



 Literature very rarely mention mothers at all, they often would have one to 

believe the character came out of nowhere and when it does, they often paint 

mothers in a very terrible light. As the saying goes, "behind every great man 

stands an even greater woman," we firmly believe this great woman is his 

mother. She is who molded and shaped his characters before he was old enough 

to wed and obtain a wife to stand behind him. A. White showed us that mothers 

can be portrayed in a positive, accurate light and yet the story can be very 

captivating. 

 

   Our group believes that children could be taught to read intelligently as early as 

possible. We don't believe a child once is beyond age two could be read baby 

books and by age four they could be able to read the basic books. The astonishing 

intelligence of your child told us that you too believed this and never presented 

the traditional children books to her.  

 

 

  The second criteria were the portraying of Fannie, Ana, and Bea's relationship. 

These are three generations who love each other and will do anything to protect 

each other. This family doesn't always get along but they love each other. Even 

Helena is always giving Ana a mouthful of advice she could use herself but deep 

down inside she loves her little sister despite the sibling rivalry between the two. 

Sisters don't always get along. Bea won our hearts even if she does have Azazel as 

a second father. We saw  

 

   The third criteria are the poetic writing style. In this area, I found my personal 

favorite scene. Where they are at the cave after the bombing of Mother Harris’ 

home and Azazel comes, and defend her from the hell hounds. Their spat on the 

mountainside. When their hands are at the same spot on the fort’s wall, they can 

feel each other’s love through the wall and he openly confess he loves her and 

she doesn’t quite remember him yet knows she loves him. It’s tear jerking in how 

heartbroken he is that she won’t come out the fort to him that night. 



 

 

  The fourth criteria were the plot. It's very riveting. I don't think we have read 

anything quite like it and we have doing this for over 12 years and 12 books per 

year. Summarizing it, The Devil on my Trail is a story about a woman named Ana 

BuFaye whose early life wasn't exactly good but her parents do their best to 

combat whatever is after their child. In her adult life, which begins like a fairy tale 

of marrying her high school sweetheart and he becoming a star football player 

but things quickly go from bad to worse, again without her having a clue as to why 

her life is turned upside down. The unknown hidden shadows in the dark gives no 

real explanations for their intense hatred of her. Her scary encounters with the 

supernatural world is like looking at the unseen world through her eyes. It takes 

you through a perilous ride of her life, accentuating her will to live and protect her 

loved ones. Somewhere along the line in her walking the Time Lines she has 

captured the attention of an immortal, named Azazel, the worst of the worst. But 

in this perilous pursuit where the darkside seeks to end her life, he's her only real 

ally and is proving to be her true love. With what she’s up against, it's going to 

take a true warrior more eviler and meaner than the dark forces to combat them. 

To fight fire with even greater fire. 

 

    For anyone looking for a quick read with a happy ending, this book won’t do. 

We haven’t read a classic in a long time but this is one.  

 

Usually we leave our reviews on Amazon but they have changed their policy 

stating that if you know the author you can’t leave a review. Although, we met 

her once we don’t consider meeting someone one time as knowing them. 

Therefore, we are forwarding what we have to say to the email address the 

author provided us with. We wish you well with your series and look forward to 

the next part of the series now that you have us hooked.  

       

  The West Syracuse Moms Book Club 



    


